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When I came to Lindner I 
knew Career Services would 

help me get a job. What I 
didn't know is that they 

would help me build lifelong 
relationships with faculty, 
sta!, and local businesses. 
"at above all else is what      

made the di!erence.



Dear Lindner Student, 

We are delighted to have you in the Lindner College of Business at the 
University of Cincinnati (UC). College is a special time in your life. It is a 
time for you to develop new friendships, study an array of topics, travel to 
foreign countries, and start thinking about your professional career. 

In fact, studies show the biggest reason students go to college is to get a 
better paying job. Lindner Career Services wants to help you with this 
process. !roughout the academic year, Lindner Career Services hosts 
numerous career-related events and workshops to prepare you for life a"er 
the classroom. We want to arm you with the best information possible as 
you seek a co-op, internship, or full-time opportunity. We want to help 
you hone your so" skills that are vitally important. One message I stress 
to students is quite simple – come see us! Our research shows that students 
who visit with their career coach and attend career services events are more 
successful in obtaining professional work experience.!is guide contains a 
complete list of career coaches, with a coach speci#c to your major. !ese 
professionals are interacting with the companies #lling positions, so our 
coaches are one of the best resources for you to use. 

            THANK       
 you!
The Carl H. Lindner 

College of Business 
would like to thank 

Mark and Sharon 
Inzetta, and the 

Lindner College of 
Business Alumni 

Board of Governors 
for their generous 

gifts that made 
the creation of the 

Career Development 
Guide possible. 

!e Lindner Career Services Center is here to help you better understand career paths 
for your major, build a resume, sharpen your interview skills, negotiate and understand a 
compensation package, develop your elevator speech, provide networking opportunities, 
and many other keys to unlocking your future success. Of course, in order for us to serve 
you best you need to come see us!

!e hallmark of Lindner is our PACE (Professionalism, Academics, Character, and 
Engagement) curriculum. We know the PACE is a di$erence-maker for our students and 
for Lindner. We want you to live out PACE during your collegiate career, because we know 
the students who do position themselves for career success later in life. !e following pages 
are #lled with career readiness information to help get you started. We also have our career 
courses BA 1080, BA 2080, and BA 7077 to help you better understand this information. 
We have drop-in hours every a"ernoon for those quick questions that pop up. And most 
importantly, when you need that personalized one-on-one coaching to get you ready for 
the next steps in your life we have dedicated coaches here to serve you...come see us!

Cordially, 

Kevin J. Hardy
Director
Lindner Career Services Center
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Together with the faculty, sta$, industry professionals, and UC alumni, the 
mission of Lindner Career Services is to: 
u Enhance the professional acumen of Lindner College of Business  
     students and empower them to identify and attain personally   
     rewarding careers
u Foster mutually beneficial relationships with employers, positioning  
     them to build their brands and to engage and hire Lindner College of  
     Business students

         Lindner Career Services Mission Statement

1WELCOME 
Lindner Career Services
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CONNECT WITH US!
University of Cincinnati                       
Carl H. Lindner College of Business         
Lindner Career Services
• LindnerCareerServices@uc.edu
• 513.556.5147
•  607 Lindner Hall
•  HireLindner.com
•        @HireLindner

•          UCLindnerCareer

• 

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO SEE YOUR                      
CAREER COACH TODAY
Our career coaches specialize in three main areas:

u  Individualized Career     
   Coaching

u  Resume Critiques

u    Interview Preparation

u  Career Fairs

u  Mock Interviews

u  Networking Events

u  Career Assessment

u  Job Search Strategies

u  Dining Etiquette

u  Mentoring

u  Salary Negotiations

u  Compensation Packages

u  What To Do (And Not Do)           
   On Your Internship/Co-op

u  Lindner Professional  
   Experiences

CAREER PREPARATION UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT             
JOB SEARCH

GRADUATE STUDENT                             
JOB SEARCH

u  Accounting

u  Economics

u   Entrepreneurship

u  Finance

u  Industrial Management

u  Information Systems

u  Insurance and Risk      
   Management

u  International Business

u  Marketing

u  Operations Management

u  Real Estate

u  MBA

u  MA - Applied Economics

u    MA - Human Resources

u  MS - Accounting

u  MS - Business Analytics

u  MS - Finance

u  MS - Information Systems

u  MS - Marketing

u  MS - Taxation

University of Cincinnati, 
Lindner College of Business - 
Career Services

As part of a thriving top-
25 research university in a 
city with eight Fortune 500 
companies, the Lindner College 
of Business delivers academic 
excellence with an emphasis 
on experiential learning in a 
multi-disciplinary environment, 
adding real-world value to 
students and the communities 
they serve.
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PROFESSIONALISM, ACADEMICS,  CHARACTER,  
ENGAGEMENT (PACE)
What does it take to have a meaningful career in business? In today’s 
connected world, success is primarily driven by who you are and how you act. 
Accordingly, Lindner Career Services provides guidance to help each student 
create a customized road map for developing pro#ciency in Professionalism, 
Academics, Character, and Engagement (PACE) as it relates to your 
professional development and career planning during each stage of your 
collegiate career. 

PROFESSIONALISM
u  Create or update your resume 

to show a holistic view of 
experiences you have gained at    UC 
and beyond.

u  Invest in professional business 
attire and accessories.

u  Attend career fairs, employer                 
   information sessions, and      
   networking opportunities. 

u  Join LinkedIn to gather  
   information and network  
    with prospective employers                
   and alumni. 

u  Participate in a Lindner                              
   Professional Experience (LPE).

ACADEMICS

u  Undergraduates take BA 1080 or 
BA 2080: Career Success Strategies. 
Graduate students take BA 7077: 
Graduate Career Management.

u  Enhance analytical thinking and  
   problem solving skills through      
   challenging team projects with  
   local businesses.

u Explore your interests and      
      abilities through academic courses.

u  Meet with Lindner International   
   Programs to explore study      
   abroad opportunities.

CHARACTER
u  Utilize self-assessment tools to gain a better understanding of your      
      interests, values, and skills.

u  Represent yourself positively and professionally in person, in writing, 
and online.

u  Develop cultural competencies to contribute in a global community.

u  Collaborate with classmates from the diverse Carl H. Lindner College of       
   Business student body. 

ENGAGEMENT
u  Join and engage in leadership opportunities in student organizations that         
      are related to your major, career, or personal interests. 

u  Expand your network and competitive edge by contributing to groups, 
organizations, and communities relevant to your industry and essential 
for personal growth. 

u  Dedicate time and energy to volunteering or service-learning options on a  
   local, national, and/or international scale.

u  Stay up-to-date on Lindner Career Services events and participate in      
on-campus recruiting activities. 

     
 WE ARE proud!

of Lindner Alumni, who work at companies such 
as Fi!h "ird,  "e Kroger Co., Great American 

Insurance Group, GE, and Macy’s. We cannot 
wait to help you get where you want to go.
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Do you know yourself inside and out? Do you know what type of 
environment you thrive in? Are you aware of what will 
fuel your long-term success? Can you articulate your 
interests, values, and skills? All of this information, 
and more, is important to help you identify careers 
and industries to pursue; as well as market yourself to 
prospective employers. To gain a better understanding 
of yourself and how to professionally leverage this 
information, begin by completing self-assessments early. 

Career

EXPLORATION 

Lindner Career Services provides Carl H. Lindner College of Business students 
with access to CareerLeader, a fully-integrated approach to business career self-
assessment built on the premise that your interests, motivators, and skills will drive 
your future career success and satisfaction. CareerLeader predicts career paths you 
are likely to enjoy and succeed in, elements of organizational culture key to your 
success and happiness, and identi#es personal weaknesses. 

Learn more at www.CareerLeader.com and email LindnerCareerServices@uc.edu to 
gain access to the assessment.

2
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PROFESSIONAL 
Communication

Communicating with others is a part of everyday life, and in large 
part, is about verbal and written language. But, communication 
is also about implicit, or non-verbal, messages such as tone or eye 
contact. Learning to communicate e#ectively, both explicitly and 
implicitly, is a valuable skill for any professional. 

EXAMPLE ELEVATOR SPEECHES
• I am a senior at the University of Cincinnati 

with dual majors in #nance and accounting.  

My co-op experiences have been in the 

#nancial services industry, where I developed 

expertise in #nancial analysis, client relations, 

and accounting. I am currently seeking a 

position allowing me to use my educational 

background and experience to analyze and 

increase the productivity and pro#tability of 

an organization at the corporate level. 

• I am an MS Marketing student with a strong 

analytical background. My #eld of experience 

is diverse. I have conducted research in 

international business and was the youngest 

student to win a prestigious national business 

competition.  I have completed projects 

for several Fortune 500 #rms on consumer 

behavior research, supply chain management, 

and facility design. My strengths include 

strategic planning, quantitative and qualitative 

analysis, product design, and multi-national 

communication. I am now looking to apply 

my education and experience to a challenging 

marketing position. 

EXAMPLE VOICEMAILS
• Hi, this is Amanda Calhoun. I am sorry I 

cannot take your call right now. Please leave 

a detailed message along with your name and 

telephone number. I will return your call as 

soon as I can. !ank you.

• Hello, you have reached the voicemail of Bryan 

French.  Please leave your name, number, and a 

detailed message,  and I will return your call as 

soon as possible.  !ank you.

ELEVATOR SPEECH

 The elevator speech is a fundamental communication tool you will use 
in conversations throughout your job search and professional career. 
!e speech is a 30-second to 1-minute introduction of yourself including: 

u  Your name, major/degree, and class year.

u  Education and accomplishments.

u  Future aspirations.

You can utilize aspects of your elevator speech in a variety of ways:

u  Answering the “Tell me about yourself ” interview question.

u  In the introductory paragraph of your cover letter or initial email        
   to a prospective employer.

u  In your LinkedIn pro#le summary. 

u  At networking meetings, information sessions, career fairs, or anytime  
   you are engaging with someone in your industry. 

VOICEMAIL

A proper voicemail greeting can make a positive impression on callers 
or it can alienate them even before speaking with you directly. Now that 
you are planning for your future career, it is important to always have a 
professional voicemail. 

3
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WHAT TO do!
u Shake with your right hand.

u Grasp the other person’s hand #rmly.

u Keep #ngers together with thumb up and open. Each person’s web of skin          
     between the thumb and the fore#nger touches the other’s.

u Squeeze #rmly and hold for 2-3 pumps, pause brie%y, then drop your hand.

u Make eye contact.

u Smile.  

WHAT NOT to do!
u Place your palm downward. If you are the recipient of this type of         
     handshake, you should take a small step to the le" and this will force both          
     of your hands to naturally straighten. 

u Be a bone crusher. Exert no more pressure than you would use to turn a        
     door knob.

u Be a “dead #sh” or have a limp handshake.

u Use two hands. 

u Shake with cold, clammy, or sweaty hands. Keep a handkerchief handy      
     during introductions if necessary.  

  

HANDSHAKE

 At the most basic level, a    
handshake sets the tone for the rest 
of the meeting or interview. A good 
handshake communicates con#dence, 
while a bad handshake will make it 
di&cult to impress the person with 
whom you are interacting. 

First impressions are              
more heavily in%uenced by 
non-verbal cues than verbal 
cues. In fact, studies have found 
that nonverbal cues have over 
four times the impact on the 
impression you make than 
anything you say.
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BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL
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MEN (BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL) WOMEN (BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL)
Suit •A two-piece matched suit in navy, dark       

gray, or black

•Solid color or subtle pattern

•Wool, wool blend, or high-quality #bers

•Tailored pants so length is not too short 
or too long

•A two-piece matched suit in navy, dark gray, or black

•Solid color or subtle pattern

•Wool, wool blend, or high-quality #bers

•Tailored pants so length is not too short or too long

•Skirts should end at the knee when standing and should 
cover thighs when seated

Shirts •Long-sleeved button-up

•White, light blue solid, or 
conservative stripes

•Button-up blouse in a conservative color or small print that 
coordinates with suit

•Knit shell is also appropriate underneath your suit jacket

•No low-cut shirts

Shoes •Leather, lace-up, or slip-on business shoes

•Black or brown color

•Leather or fabric/micro#ber

•Closed-toe pumps or heels

•No stilettos or chunky platforms

•Conservative colors such as black, brown, or nude

Socks/Hoisery •Dress socks, mid-calf length so no skin 
is visible when you sit down

•Sheer hosiery is most conservative 

•Neutral, non-patterned colors that complement suit

Jewelry •Watches are appropriate

•Earrings should be removed

•Watches are appropriate

•1-2 earrings per earlobe

•Conservative in the amount and size of jewelry worn

Belt •Leather

•Match to shoe color

•Leather

•Match to shoe color

Ties/Scarves •High-quality or silk ties

•Conservative colors and patterns

•High-quality or silk scarves 

•Conservative colors and patterns

Grooming •Nails should be clean and well-groomed

•Hair and any facial hair should be 
clean, styled, and well-groomed

•No strong cologne

•Deodorant should be worn

•Nails should be clean and well-groomed 

•Keep hair and makeup conservative 

•Avoid extremes of nail length and polish color

•No strong perfume

•Deodorant should be worn

Purse/Bag •No bag or small, neutral colored briefcase   
•Padfolio

•No bag or small and simple, neutral colored one, or one that  
complements your suit

•Padfolio

Now is the time to start building your professional wardrobe and style. Work with your 
career coach to get advice and guidance on appropriate business professional attire to 
ensure you are on the right track!
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BUSINESS CASUAL
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Consider adopting a business casual dress code while on campus. Ramp up to business professional 
attire for all planned interactions with prospective employers. Everyone you encounter, from faculty, to 
sta#, to fellow students, to prospective employers, will form an impression of you and this could play a 
positive or negative role in your future job search. 

MEN (BUSINESS CASUAL) WOMEN (BUSINESS CASUAL)
Pants/Skirts •Khaki, navy, dark gray, or black pants, 

no jeans

•Tailored pants so length is not too short 
or too long

•Khaki, navy, dark gray, or black pants, no jeans

•Tailored pants so length is not too short or too long

•Skirts should end at the knee when standing and should 
cover the thighs when seated 

Shirts •Long-sleeved button-up

•Short-sleeved polo shirt tucked in

•Button-up blouse in a conservative color or small print

•Tailored knit sweaters or sweater sets 

•Cotton, silk, or high-quality #bers

•No low-cut shirts

Shoes •Leather, lace-up, or slip-on business shoes

•Black or brown color

•Leather or fabric/micro#ber 

•Closed-toe pumps, heels, or %ats

•No stilettos or chunky platforms

•Conservative colors such as black, brown, or nude

Socks/Hoisery •Dress socks, mid-calf length so no skin 
is visible when you sit down

•Sheer hosiery is most conservative

•Neutral, non-patterned colors that complement out#t

Jewelry •Watches are appropriate

•Earrings should be removed

•Watches are appropriate

•1-2 earrings per earlobe 

•Conservative in the amount and size of other jewelry worn

Belt •Leather

•Match to shoe color

•Leather

•Match to shoe color

Ties/Scarves •Not required, but if in doubt, wear one •High-quality or silk scarves in conservative color or pattern 

Grooming •Nails should be clean and well-groomed

•Hair and any facial hair should be 
clean, styled, and well-groomed

•No strong cologne

•Deodorant should be worn

•Nails should be clean and well-groomed

•Keep hair and makeup conservative

•Avoid extremes of nail length and polish color

•No strong perfume

•Deodorant should be worn

Purse/Bag •No bag or small, neutral colored briefcase 
•Padfolio

•No bag, small and simple, neutral colored one,  or one that 
complements out#t                                              

•Padfolio
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ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION
EMAIL

 When emailing prospective employers, instructors, fellow classmates, 
or colleagues, it is important to maintain professionalism. You are 
communicating with others who deserve consideration and respect.

EXAMPLE PROFESSIONAL EMAIL:

u  Your email address must              
be professional.

u  When writing an email, include 
something meaningful in the 
“subject” line. Do not leave this 
line blank.

u  Begin the communication   
   with the appropriate salutation:  
   Dear, Greetings, Good morning/ 
   a"ernoon, or Hello Ms./Mr. Last  
   Name or Dr. Last Name. Starting  
   a professional email with “hey” or  
   no greeting is not an option. 

u  Write complete sentences and  
   use correct grammar. This  
   includes the correct use of  
   capital letters to begin the     
   sentence and a period to end         
   the sentence. Organize your     
   thoughts and delineate ideas  
   with paragraphs. 
u  Do not use all capital letters; the  

   recipient may receive this as anger  
   or hostility. 

u  Be sure you attach documents 
referred to in email.

ALSO remember to...
u  Re-read the message before sending and check for spelling errors, 

thoughts that might not be clearly stated, or other organizational errors. 
Consider sending your emails to your career coach to give you suggestions 
for improvement before sending out to a prospective employer.

u  Include a signature in your email. Make it easy for the reader, especially  
   prospective employers, to be able to #nd your contact information to  
   clarify questions or request additional information if needed. 

u  Know where your message is going. Check to ensure you are not  
  “replying all” unless appropriate.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

 It is more important than ever to build a powerful and positive 
professional online presence. Be aware of your online presence and take 
steps to make your brand visible, professional, consistent, and impactful. 
Eliminate barriers to employment by removing or privatizing negative 
information. LinkedIn continues to be the most popular platform for 
recruiters with over 90% of businesses utilizing it at some point in the 
hiring process. 

EXAMPLE PROFESSIONAL LINKEDIN:

1  Upload a professional picture.

2  Include a "Headline" regarding 
education, professional experience, 
or what you are seeking.

3  Create a personalized URL. 

4  Include a "Summary" with #rst  
   person language. Consider      
   expanding on your elevator      
   speech for the "Summary" section. 

5  Add contact information in the   
   "Summary" or “Advice for    

      Contacting” section.

6  Include major, degree, and GPA (if 
above 3.0) in “Education” section. 

7  Include title, company/
organization name, and 
descriptions in narrative or bullet 
form in “Experience” section. 

8  Showcase courses relevant to 
the industry you are pursuing in 
“Courses” section. 

9  Highlight academic projects to 
demonstrate your knowledge and 
skill set in “Projects” section. 

10  Join groups related to your 
experiences or interests to 
engage and connect with others. 

11  Do not include test scores, 
birthday, personal interests 
unrelated to your career, or 
marital status. 

           to build your network on'LinkedIn.     
                            A lot of this will happen gradually once    
              you start to connect with people you already        
know such as peers, faculty, organization advisors, past      
                                                                     managers, etc.
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PROFESSIONALISM

 Professionalism is important when connecting on 
LinkedIn. The BEST way to connect with someone is 
to do the following:

u  Start by going to this person’s full pro#le page and 
click on the “Connect” button. Do not do it from the 
“People You May Know” or the “Who Has Viewed 
Your Pro#le” sections. !e reason you want to do it 
from the full-pro#le page is that when you start here, 
you get the opportunity to write a custom request to 
connect. From any other spot, a non-personalized, 
“I’d like to connect with you,” note gets sent and this 
prevents you from putting context and a personal 
touch in the invitation. Remember, you want to stand 
out and be memorable!

u  Write a custom invitation to connect. Here are some     
   things you can mention:

 •If you have met before and where. 

 •Explain why you want to connect. 

 •Describe the mutually bene#cial relationship      
               that you can have by connecting.

 •Compliment them related to their experience or  
               work completed.

 •Mention something that you have in common–    
  did you go to the same university, do you share a   
               hobby, do you have a mutual connection, etc. 

u  Keep the invitation to connect short and to the  
   point. You are limited to just 300 characters, so         
   make your words count. 

EXAMPLES OF CONNECTING WITH OTHERS VIA LINKEDIN:

      
GOOD TO  know!

35% of employers are less likely to interview an applicant if they 
cannot $nd the individual online, so it is important to build a 

professional online presence. 
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u  You can also send a 
direct message when 
you #nd someone 
through mutual groups, 
even if when you view 
their pro#le, it appears 
as though you can only 
send Inmail or a request 
to connect. 

u  Find a group you 
have in common by 
reviewing the groups 
listed on an individual's 
profile. When you 
find a group you have 
in common, click on 
it, and then search the 
member directory for 
their name. Once you 
locate their name, you 
will be able to send a 
direct message from 
there without using 
Inmail or sending a 
request to connect. 

                                 Another       
                             strategy is  
                           to #nd alu-
                                mni and           
reach out to them to expa-         
nd your network. Many 
UC alumni are very open 
to connecting with current 
students, as long as you 
state your reason for 
connecting. You can look 
for alumni through groups 
or LinkedIn.com/alumni.

 

1  Click on the # of members to bring up the search box below. Type in the name 
of the person you want to #nd. 

2  Hover your mouse in this spot and you will see a mail icon. Click on that to 
send a personal message without a request to connect. 

1

2
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Twitter is another great tool for networking, conducting company and industry 
research, and building your professional brand. Here are some tips for 
maximizing your Twitter use:

u  Have a professional Twitter handle, pro#le picture, biography, and content.

u  You may want to include your major, career aspirations, and interests in                
your biography. 

u  Consider adding your LinkedIn pro#le URL in your pro#le’s website section.  

u  Find and follow experts in your industry and then follow some of the accounts     
   they follow. 

u  Follow companies you are interested in. 

u  Join in on Twitter chats that align with your interests and industry.

u  Use the Twitter lists feature to organize the accounts you follow so you can 
streamline your Twitter feed. 

u  Comment on others' content and retweet to interact with professionals in your #eld. 
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NETWORKING
DEVELOP AND USE YOUR NETWORK
Businessdictionary.com de#nes networking as “Creating 
a group of acquaintances and associates and keeping 
it active through regular communication for mutual 
bene#t.” Networking is most e$ective when it is driven 
by “How can I help?” rather than “What can I get?” 
Networking is the systematic use of personal contacts 
to assist you and is likely going to be your most e$ective 
source of job leads. 

Studies consistently show that between 60-80% of 
vacancies are !lled by referrals, i.e. networking.  

THE POWER OF NETWORKING
O"en job-seekers are hesitant to attend networking 
events or to contact friends, colleagues, or acquaintances to 
assist in their job search. Yet these individuals are o"en 
eager to help and are truly your most valuable resource. 
The Lindner Career Services team recommends you 
attend as many networking events and opportunities as 
possible. Look for opportunities to connect with industry 
professionals internal and external to the University of 
Cincinnati.

WHO TO NETWORK WITH/WHO CAN HELP YOU

 Start now to develop a network list, brainstorming 
names of: 

u  Professors

u  Neighbors and acquaintances

u  Friends and relatives

u  Business contacts and vendors you dealt with in prior jobs

u  Fellow members of community organizations

u  University of Cincinnati undergraduate and  
   graduate alumni

WAYS TO DEVELOP A LARGER NETWORK

u  Get involved in a leadership role in a professional      
   organization.

u  Attend employer information sessions.

u  Reach out to guest speakers a"er they attend your classes.

u  Talk with faculty members about their connections to        
    professionals in the industry.

u  Utilize friends, co-workers, family, student                 
   organizations, and those in your inner circle to see          
   who they might be able to connect you to within your  
   preferred industry. 

REASONS FOR NETWORKING

Examine your reasons for networking. Your contacts 
may be able to help you identify job openings before 
they are available, critique your resume, provide industry 
insights, give ideas of pathways within the industry, share 
companies they know are hiring, connect you with other 
professionals or secondary contacts in the industry in 
order to expand your network, give background on a 
speci#c organization, provide information on salaries, 
conduct a mock interview to help you feel more prepared 
and con#dent, or secure you an introduction to a decision 
maker in the company. 

4
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INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEWS
One of the easiest and most e$ective ways to meet people in an industry 
in which you are interested is to participate in an informational interview. 
Informational interviewing is a networking approach that allows you to meet 
professionals, gather career information, learn about career options, and get 
advice on job search techniques.

Generally, people enjoy sharing information about themselves and their jobs 
and, particularly, giving advice. Some may simply believe in attracting people 
to their profession and others may be scoping out prospects for their own 
organization. 

You can set up an informational interview several ways. If you have someone 
in mind, and you have a mutual connection, ask your mutual connection to 
introduce you. Once the introduction has been made, follow up by requesting 
a brief informational interview.

Also, you can make cold calls to set up an informational interview. Consider 
starting with UC alumni, as they may be more willing to talk with students 
from the same program or college. 

!e best way to obtain an informational interviewing opportunity is by being 
referred from one professional to another, a process which becomes easier as 
your network expands. 

EXAMPLE INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW REQUEST

NETWORKINGtips!
 •  List as many names as 

possible. Do not omit anyone 
at this point. A"er you have 
made your list, start with 
those who are most likely 
to be sources of job leads or 
additional contacts. If you 
have not done so, be sure to 
connect with these people 
via LinkedIn by sending a 
personalized invitation to 
connect. LinkedIn shows 
you 2nd connections, and 
this an underutilized way to 
learn who your contacts are 
connected with at companies 
you may be interested in 
learning more about. 

 
•  !e best way to connect     

with a potential contact is to 
request a meeting at a time 
and location that is convenient 
for them a"er you have a 
mutual connection introduce 
you. Do not underestimate the 
power of a phone call or video 
conference call, especially if 
you are trying to network with 
people outside of this region.  
Some professionals are too 
busy or too far away to carve 
out the time for a face-to-face 
meeting, and a phone or video 
conversation can o"en net you 
the same results. 
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EXAMPLE INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW VOICE MESSAGE 
FOLLOW!UP

Hello Ms. Tangeman! My name is Reggie Edwards and 
I am an entrepreneurship and international business 
major at the University of Cincinnati. I emailed 
you Monday to request a meeting time to review 
my marketing plan, at the suggestion of our mutual 
connection, Mr. Lindner. I would enjoy meeting over 
the next two weeks if that works for your schedule. 
Please contact me at (614) 555-4567 or Edwardsr54@
mail.uc.edu with times that you are available. Thank 
you for your time and I hope you have a wonderful 
week. Goodbye.

u  Could you describe a typical work day for me?

u  What skills are required in your position on a day-to-   
   day basis?

u  What parts of your job do you #nd the most challenging?   
    Most enjoyable?

u  How o"en do you work past 6:00 p.m. and on the      
   weekends?

u Is this #eld growing enough that there is room for      
     someone like me?

u  Are too many or too few people entering this profession?

u  What developments on the horizon could a$ect  
   future opportunities?

u  What could be the earning potential if I entered  
   this field?

u  To get promotions, is job-hopping necessary?

u  How did you get your job?

u  What preparation would you recommend for someone      
    who wants to advance in this #eld?

u  What quali#cations do you seek in a new hire?

u  How do most people enter this profession?

u  Considering my background, how well do you think I      
   would #t in this company and/or industry?

u  How does your company compare with others we   
   have discussed?

u  Where can I go to get up-to-date information on      
   salaries, employers, and industry issues?

u  What professional journals and organizations would                  
    you recommend?

u  What should I get involved in now while I am at         
   the University of Cincinnati to be successful in              
   this industry?

u  Are there any other suggestions you have for me?

u  Are there others within this industry you would be     
   willing to connect me to at this point in time?

PREPARING FOR AN INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW

Prepare for your informational interview just as you would for an actual job interview: update your resume, do 
research on the company, and create an agenda that includes well-thought-out questions. Here are some examples: 
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DRESSING FOR AN INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW

To make a good impression, dress as if you were going to 
a job interview, in business professional attire. People will 
likely not judge you for being over-dressed but may judge 
you for being underdressed. 

AFTER THE INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW

Follow up with a handwritten or email thank you letter. 
!en keep in touch periodically with updates on your 
progress. Your informational interview could very well 
lead to a mentor relationship, a job referral, or even 
an outright employment o$er. Finally, do not forget to 
send a handwritten or email thank you letter to any who 
helped make the referral. 
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JOB APPLICATION
Process and Materials

Overall, it is to your advantage to leverage a variety of methods to secure employment. Do not depend solely 
on one method. Networking, getting to know people, and seeking referrals will create more avenues. Finding 
an internship, co-op, or job can be a full-time job in itself, so do not get discouraged.

Many organizations recruit during 
the fall or spring semester for 
positions that start the following 
summer. !erefore, it is important 
to plan ahead, know recruiting 
timelines for your major or program, 
and have a plan to hit the ground 
running as soon as possible. 

STRATEGIES FOR APPROACHING      
THE SEARCH

u  Career Fairs

u  Employer Information Sessions

u  On-Campus Interviews

u  HireUC.com

u  Workshops

u  Professional Organizations

u  Industry Speci#c Job               
    Listing Websites

u  Social Media

TARGET MARKET
Narrow your target market: think 
about geographic location, industry, 
size of organization, culture, etc. 
Assessing your values and goals can 
be an important exercise to help 
determine your target market. 

TARGET LIST OF COMPANIES
A"er narrowing your target market, 
identify and create a list of your top 
50 companies or organizations. If you 
are struggling to come up with 50, 
you may have to expand your target 
market. For help identifying your 
target list of companies, utilize your 
career coach, professors, classmates, 
personal network, professional 
organizations, informational 
interviews, and job search sites.

5
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RESUME COMPONENTS
Contact information: 

u  Name, phone number, address with city, state, ZIP 
code, and email address. Be sure your email and 
voicemail are professional.

u  Could include LinkedIn pro#le URL if desired.

Education: 

u  Name of university, college, degree, major, city, state, 
and expected graduation month and year. Include 
GPA if above a 3.0. (Could also be titled: Education 
Background, Academic Background, or Academic 
History.) For example: University of Cincinnati, Carl 
H. Lindner College of Business, Bachelor of Business 
Administration, Real Estate.

u  Know your degree: Undergraduate

 •  Bachelor of Business Administration: 

  - Accounting

  - Business Economics

  - Entrepreneurship

  - Finance

  - Information Systems

  - Insurance and Risk Management

  - International Business

  - Marketing

  - Real Estate

 •  Bachelor of Science:

  - Industrial Management

 •  Bachelor of Arts:

  - Economics

   

RESUMES
!e purpose of a resume is to attract attention of 
prospective employers, in order to move to the next 
round of the hiring process. !is will then provide 
an opportunity for them to learn more about your 
education, experience, skills, and quali#cations for an 
internship, co-op, or full-time job opportunity. 

Overall, your resume should:

u  Provide a summary of your skills, abilities,               
and accomplishments.

u  Demonstrate how you will add value to the organization.

u  Include content that is relevant to the opportunity. 

Draw up a list of your accomplishments, going backward 
in time through your jobs, internships, co-ops, and other 
related experiences. List as many as you can under each 
position, drawing from your memory, job descriptions, 
performance appraisals, or other available sources. Do 
not forget about volunteer opportunities that also assist 
with building your skill set and expertise. Consider 
adding academic projects and research, community 
or volunteer service, and professional or student 
organization experience to your resume as well. 

RESUME tip!
 
  Tailor each resume to the speci#c job you are 
applying for, but keep one master version of your 
resume containing all experiences, affiliations, 
awards, etc. !is way you can copy, paste, and tweak  
much faster than having to create the information 
down the road when you #nd an opportunity you 
want to apply for and need to tailor your resume. 
 

Meghan Corry
45 Beckett Ridge Drive - West Chester, OH 45069

(859) 123-4567 - corrym10@mail.uc.edu
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u  Know your degree: Graduate

 •  Master of Arts: 

  - Applied Economics

  - Human Resources

 •  Master of Science: 

  - Accounting

  - Business Analytics

  - Finance

  - Information Systems

  - Marketing

  - Taxation

 

 •  Master of Business Administration

 •  PhD in Business Administration

u  May include educational honors, certi#cations or 
licenses, relevant coursework, class projects, study 
abroad, scholarships, and if you are #nancing your 
own education. As with the other components of your 
resume, content in this section should be listed in 
reverse chronological order, with the highest or most 
recent degree on top. 

Experience: 

u  Paid and volunteer work experience listed in reverse 
chronological order that you want to demonstrate to 
those reading your resume. Include city, state, and 
month, year started and ended experience (Could 
also be titled: Work History, Employment, Additional 
Work Experience, or Relevant Work Experience.)

u  You do not need to include every job you have ever 
held–focus on the most relevant to the position you 
are applying for and those that show you understand 
and are able to complete work responsibilities.

u  Consider the questions:

 •  What did you do?

 •  How did you do it?

 •  Why did you do it?

 •  What was the result/impact?

EDUCATION

University of Cincinnati, Carl H. Lindner College of Business, Cincinnati, OH                                                                                 Expected April 2018

Bachelor of Business Administration, Finance

 -Cincinnatus Scholar

 - GPA 3.7/4.0-Dean's List Recipient

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

GE Aviation, Cincinnati, OH                                April 2016 to Present

Information Technology Leadership Program Intern    

 -Develop a dashboard to drive and monitor AWS Cloud data (ECS, RDS, & VPC)

 -Simplify AWS cost-analysis by 40% via user access to the dashboard, rather than direct Amazon access

 -Enable implementation of IBM Cognos 10.2.1 via execution of 633 use cases, substantiating a 51% inherent            
   performance improvment in Congos 10.2.1, and leading documentation of an internally built ad-hoc query tool
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A#liations: 

u  Student organization, professional organization, and community organization 
memberships. List any o&ces you held and the impact you had on the group.    
(Could also be titled: Campus Involvement, Leadership, Activities, or Extracurricular 
Experience.)

u  Should be formatted the same as experience section. 

Service: 

u  Demonstrate how you have contributed service to others. (Could also be titled: 
Volunteer, Volunteer Experience, Community Engagement, or  Community Service.)

u  May list separately from a&liations if desired but you must have at least two 
experiences listed to be a separate section. 

u  Should be formatted the same as experience and a&liations. 

Skills: 

u  Language, computer, specialized knowledge, or industry related skills. (Could also 
be titled: Relevant Skills, Quali#cations, Skills and Certi#cations, Technical Skills, or 
Computer Skills.)

u  You must have more than Microso" O&ce to make this a section. It is recommended 
to qualify your skill level such as basic, intermediate, pro#cient, advanced, 
conversational, %uent, etc.

CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT

University of Cincinnati Student Government                                   January 2016 to Present

Senator and Marketing Committee Chair    

 -Serve as a liasion between Lindner College of Business and the university, representing nearly 4,000 students

 -Increased event attendance by over 30% through creation of student government activities registration webpage

SERVICE

Junior Achivement | Teaching Business Consultant                          March 2014 to Present   

 -Educate 10 elementary school aged students on a weelky basis to explore the principle characteristics of the U.S.   
   economic system.  

 -Communicate students' progress through individual meetings with parents

SKILLS

 -Computer: Adobe Creative Suite (Intermediate Knowledge)  

 -Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Hootsuite, Instagram, and Pinterest

 -Language: Conversational in French
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Leadership:

u  Demonstrate how you have been involved in leadership experiences.

u  May list separately from a&liations if desired but you must have at least two 
experiences listed to be a separate section.

u  Should be formatted the same as experiences and a&liations.

Honors: 

u  Share awards or scholarships. (Could list these in Education section if not using an 
Honors section.)

u  Include at least two experiences if listing Honors as separate section. 

Related Coursework: 

u  Demonstrate coursework and projects to showcase experience related to your major 
that you have learned inside the classroom that is transferable to an internship, co-op, 
or full-time position. (Could also be titled: Relevant Coursework, Courses, Project 
Work, or Academic Projects.)

u  It is strongly recommended to utilize this section particularly when seeking your #rst 
internship, co-op or full-time job.

LEADERSHIP AND AFFILIATIONS

Delta Sigma Pi Professional Faternity | Member        December 2015 to Present  

 -Engage in professional development opportunities with like-minded College of Business students, gain guidance from industry    
   professionals, and invest in the civic welfare of the community

Finance Club | Member                                         September 2014 to Present  

 -Develop an understanding of #nance through meeting and interacting with classmates and industry professionals

HONORS AND ACTIVITIES                              

MBA Association | President                          August 2016 to April 2017

Association for Corporate Growth Case Competition | Finalist                    March 2016

Academy of World Languages | Volunteer Tutor               October 2013-May 2016     

ACADEMIC PROJECTS

Battle of Ohio | Participant                                                                            January 2016-May 2016        
                -Led three member team through analysis of a major clothing retailer's current business position

 -Presented strategy to panel of six Deloitte directors and leveraged their expert feedback

Project Fast Track                                       January 2016-May 2016   
 -Conducted research on domestic operations of a local LaRosas' pizza franchise

 -Developed plan to lower operating cost of store by 5% in team of #ve
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OVERALL RESUME CREATION STRATEGY
DESIGN

u  Use readable fonts.

u  Use bold, italics, and underlining consistently throughout your resume.

u  Use bulleted descriptions rather than sentences or paragraphs.

u  Write 3-5 bullets for each position or experience.

u  Do not use resume templates.

CONTENT

u  Tailor your resume based on each job description.

u  Use strong action verbs to start each bullet.

u  Focus bullets on results, impact, or achievements.

u  Add numbers for details and evidence.

u  Include both paid and volunteer experiences.

u  Do not round up your GPA to the next whole number or decimal (ex. GPA 
of 2.965 should be listed as GPA: 2.96).

u  Do not falsify or exaggerate any information including dates of 
employment, titles, or responsibilities.

u  Do not start bullet points with “responsibilities included”.

u  Do not write, “other duties as assigned”, include routine duties, or end a 
bullet with “etc.”.

u  Do not include references or the line, “References available upon request”; 
references are a separate document.

GRAMMAR

u  Proofread, then have your career coach proofread, then proofread one 
more time.

u  Do not use personal pronouns such as “I, my, our, or we”; use third person.

u  Use past tense for experiences you have completed and present tense for 
experiences that you are still doing.

u  Avoid acronyms/abbreviations except for state (ex. Ohio can be OH.)

GENERALsuggestions
u  Get feedback from                

several people before you share           
your resume with a prospective 
employer. 

u  Use professional language         
and frame everything in a   
positive manner. 

u  Remove high school     
information once you are         
past your second year of college.

u  Your resume should be one page.  

u  Save your resume as a PDF #le. 
Title it: Last Name.First Name_
Resume.pdf (ex: Jones.Sarah_
Resume.pdf).

u  Do not submit the same resume 
for every position. Tailor it 
according to the job description 
and your experiences. 

u  Use high quality resume paper for 
hard-copy resumes. 

u  Use past tense verbs when  
writing about experiences that 
have been completed. Use present 
tense verbs when writing about 
experiences you are still engaged in.
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CREATING BULLET POINTS
Action verb + what you did/ how you did it + impact    
or result.

EXAMPLE EXPERIENCE

Before:

  Target, Cincinnati, OH

  May 2016-Present

 Sales Associate

 u  Check out customers and ring up items 

 u  Balance the cash drawer at the end of       
each shi"

 u  Answer customer questions

A"er:

  Target, Cincinnati, OH

  May 2016-Present

 Sales Associate

 u  Manage customer check out station 
independently, ringing up to 200+ customers 
per shi" to ensure an e&cient cash %ow

 u  Balance the cash drawer in excess of $1,500 
on a daily basis with 100% accuracy by 
properly counting money and comparing to 
revenue records

 u  Display excellent customer service by 
answering questions and resolving issues, 
resulting in satis#ed customers and                       
repeat business

              on your resume, in your cover                    
              letters, and in your interviews. It may sound            
     obvious, but you’d be surprised how many people simply    
list everything they have ever done. Convey your passion 
and link your strengths to measurable results. Employers     
 and interviewers love concrete data.

                                Marcus Buckingham

BULLET POINT tip!
Bullet points should be written in present tense if you are still 
engaged in that experience. Bullet points should be written in 
past tense if you have completed that experience.
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SAMPLE ACCOMPLISHMENT STATEMENTS
FOR COMMON JOBS
You are not the only one who has worked as a cashier, receptionist, sales 
associate, or server. Check out this list of sample accomplishments of 
typical part-time jobs for ideas on how to highlight experiences and skill 
sets to prospective employers.

CASHIER

u  Receive payments valued at nearly $10,000 using attention to detail to 
ensure accuracy

u  Greet all customers entering the store to foster rapport and enhance the 
shopping experience

u  Address customer concerns in a fast and e&cient manner to encourage 
repeat business

u  Collaborate with #ve fellow associates to ensure proper service and front 
end coverage

u  Train two new associates each month on corporate policies and procedures 
for register and front of house operations

RECEPTIONIST

u  Greet individuals and groups entering the establishment, determine nature 
and purpose of visit, and direct or escort them to speci#c destinations

u  Collect, sort, distribute, or prepare mail, messages, or courier deliveries for 
10 departments

u  Manage phone operations including answering, screening, and 
forwarding inbound calls, in addition to providing information about                            
the organization, taking messages, and scheduling appointments

u  Perform administrative tasks such as #ling and maintaining customer 
records for at least three account managers

SALES ASSOCIATE

u  Identify the needs of customers through proactive engagement and 
provide recommendations that meet their speci#cations, while leveraging 
suggestive selling techniques to increase sales

u  Partner with up to four fellow associates to counteract shopli"ing to meet 
or exceed loss prevention goals

u  Maintain knowledge of current sales and promotions to drive increased 
sales per transaction

u  Meet monthly personal sales  
   quotas by exceeding quota             
   by 15% for six consecutive months

u  Assist with loading/unloading 
inventory and arranging 
merchandise on sales %oor #xtures

SERVER

u  Participate in restaurant opening 
and closing procedures and train 
11 new hires in serving techniques

u  Reinforce communication skills 
through daily interaction with 
diverse clientele

u  Solve problems by remaining calm 
and positive in stressful situations 
and focusing on the solution

u  Collaborate with sta$ of 25 
in a team based environment 
to achieve fast, e&cient, and 
accurate service

u  Ful#ll customer requests with a 
sense of urgency according to 
menu and special accommodations
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QUANTITY

u  Implemented a sales strategy that directly 
increased customer base by 20%

u  Redesigned the production line, increasing daily 
output by 2,000 units

u  Launched a training program that contributed to 
35% reduction in errors

u  Entered 15 new markets, increasing market share

u  Created a safety program that reduced accident 
#nes by 15%

QUALITY

u  Presented to 15 key project stakeholders and 
received overwhelmingly positive feedback

u  Designed a new training program that resulted in 
an improvement in evaluations from 3.2 to 4.8 on a 
5 point scale 

u  Implemented a new employee bene#t program; 
over 90% of the employees identi#ed the changes 
as improvements

u  Researched, recommended, and hired a new 
printing #rm that improved quality of the 
marketing materials 

u  Prepared a user-friendly operations manual that is 
currently being used by 50+ employees

u  Reorganized a tracking system that improved 
document retrieval, removing requirement to 
duplicate documents

u  Integrated new product design changes resulting in 
fewer rejects

PRODUCTIVITY

u  Automated a claim processing system that 
reduced the turnaround time from two weeks to 
two days

u  Identi#ed a new phone system that reduced 
average answering speed from eight minutes to 
less than one minute

u  Completed the project ahead of schedule and 
under budget

u  Developed and introduced a unique product that was 
the #rst in the marketplace

COST/REVENUE

u  Negotiated a contract that saved the department 
over $500,000

u  Reduced overhead by 30% a"er implementing 
new intake process

u  Developed a new product that increased 
quarterly revenue by $60,000

u  Increased sales by 40% a"er starting customer 
referral incentive program

SAMPLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS SHOWING IMPACT

Most job position openings receive 
hundreds of resumes and applications. 

Your resume will be the $rst item 
prospective employers see to get a 

glimpse of who you are. You can either 
stand out in a negative way and you 

can be remembered as an example of 
what not to do, or you can stand out 

by having an exemplary resume that 
is tailored to the job description and 

accurately describes who you are as a 
candidate in one page of text. 
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OFFICE SKILLS

u  Approved 

u  Authorized 

u  Catalogued

u  Classi#ed

u  Compiled

u  Dispatched

u  Documented

u  Filed

u  Finalized

u  Generated

u  Implemented

u  Monitored

u  Prepared

u  Processed

u  Purchased

u  Recorded

u  Retrieved

u  Tabulated

COLLABORATION SKILLS

u  Advised

u  Assessed 

u  Assisted

u  Championed

u  Contributed

u  Coordinated

u  Cooperated

u  Counseled

u  Demonstrated

u  Empowered

u  Enhanced

u  Ensured

u  Expedited

u  Facilitated

u  Familiarized

u  Mediated

u  Participated

u  Partnered

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

u  Addressed

u  Arbitrated

u  Arranged

u  Authored

u  Corresponded

u  Directed

u  Dra"ed

u  Formulated

u  In%uenced

u  Lectured

u  Negotiated

u  Persuaded

u  Promoted

u  Publicized

u  Recruited

u  Spoke

u  Taught

u  Wrote

CREATIVE SKILLS

u  Acted

u  Composed

u  Conceived

u  Conceptualized

u  Created

u  Customized

u  Designed

u  Developed

u  Fashioned

u  Founded

u  Illustrated

u  Initiated

u  Instituted

u  Integrated

u  Introduced

u  Invented

u  Revitalized

u  Shaped
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FINANCIAL SKILLS

u  Accounted

u  Allocated 

u  Analyzed

u  Audited

u  Balanced

u  Budgeted

u  Computed

u  Decreased

u  Forecasted

u  Measured

u  Planned

u  Projected

u  Researched

TECHNICAL SKILLS

u  Assembled

u  Built

u  Calculated

u  Computed

u  Converted

u  Dra"ed

u  Engineered

u  Expanded

u  Fabricated

u  Installed

u  Maintained

u  Modeled

u  Operated

u  Overhauled

u  Programmed

MANAGEMENT/LEADERSHIP 

SKILLS

u  Assigned

u  Collaborated

u  Consolidated

u  Contracted

u  Delegated

u  Energized

u  Evaluated

u  Executed

u  Headed

u  Improved

u  Motivated

u  Oversaw

u  Prioritized

u  Produced

u  Scheduled

u  Spearheaded

u  Supervised

RESEARCH SKILLS

u  Collected

u  Critiqued

u  Diagnosed

u  Eliminated

u  Examined

u  Extracted

u  Identi#ed

u  Inspected

u  Interpreted

u  Interviewed

u  Organized

u  Reviewed

u  Solved

u  Summarized

u  Surveyed

u  Systematized

u  Tested

u  Translated

TEACHING SKILLS

u  Adapted

u  Clari#ed

u  Coached

u  Communicated

u  Conducted

u  Enabled

u  Encouraged

u  Evaluated

u  Explained

u  Facilitated

u  Guided

u  Inspired

u  Instructed

u  Mentored

u  Led

u  Persuaded

u  Stimulated

u  Trained

                 RESUME BUILDING tip!
“Hiring managers prefer strong action words that de$ne speci$c experience, 

skills, and accomplishments,” said Rosemary Haefner, vice president of human 
resources at CareerBuilder. “Subjective terms and clichés are seen as negative 
because they do not convey real information. For instance, do not say you are 

‘results-driven’; show the employer your actual results.”
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COVER LETTERS
Your cover letter should complement, 
not duplicate, your resume. It reveals 
how your skills and experience relate 
directly to the opportunity you are 
applying for, in addition to adding a 
personal touch. Cover letters should 
be appealing, convincing, and brief. 
While you must be professional in 
your cover letter, as with all business 
communication, the best cover letters 
o"en convey a conversational tone. 
Well-written cover letters can be a 
good marketing tool to di$erentiate 
you and make you positively stand 
out amongst other candidates. 

!e combined purpose is to convince 
the reader you have the experience 
to do the job, so you can get invited 
to the interview. Your cover letter 
should be tailored to outline 
speci#cally how your skills and 
experience match the requirements 
of the job. 

COVER LETTER QUICK TIPS

u  You only need to include the date, 
your address, the prospective 
employer's name, address, 
and title if your cover letter 
is a separate document. !is 
information is not necessary if 
you are using the cover letter 
content in the body of an email 
application. 

if there are any. If not, play it safe 
and use something like Application 
for Accounting Co-op (ID #47956) - 
Jenna Williams.

u  Salutation:  Address your message 
to the appropriate person. It should 
be fairly easy for you to research 
the company and #nd the right 
person. In rare cases that the job 
is anonymously posted, you can 
write Dear HR Professional or Dear                 
Hiring Manager. 

COVER LETTER FORMAT

For some applications, especially ones 
that are gleaned through networking, 
you may be sending an email with your 
resume attached. When submitting an 
application via email, your cover letter 
should be the body of the email and the 
resume should be the attachment. Here 
are some guidelines on sending that 
email to get noticed:

u  Subject:  Write a clear subject line. 
Follow directions in the job posting 

   Your  cover letter heading 
should match the heading 
you used on your resume for 
branding and consistency. 

COVER LETTERtip!
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u  Introduction:  In your #rst paragraph, you 
should be addressing 1) where/how you 
found the position 2) if there is someone 
who referred you to the position and      
3) why you are interested in the position. 
Showing how you found the position 
can say a lot- and you may need to list 
multiple ways if someone referred you to 
the position and then you located it on the 
company website. Describing your interest 
gives the prospective employer a little bit 

of insight into who you are and what you 
like about the company or the role. It can 
also show that you did your research about 
the company and they will appreciate the 
personalized interest. You do not want a 
prospective employer to think this is just 
one of the 50 emails you are sending out 
for di$erent jobs. You have to sell them on 
why you want this particular role at this 
particular company. 

u  Body:  Share what you can provide 
to the prospective employer. 
Mention how you are quali#ed and 
can add value to the organization. 
!e more you focus on their speci#c 
needs and how your skill set makes 
you a good solution to those needs, 
the more likely your message will be 
read. If you are struggling to #gure 
out how to articulate this, use 
the job description and for each 
qualification listed, write out how 
your experiences and strengths 
meet those qualifications. Then 
choose 2-3 that are really strong 
and mention them in your cover 
letter. That will show you have 
a good understanding of the 
position and of how your skills 
relate. Do not simply list out 
your experiences as they are 
on your resume. You should be 
highlighting a few examples from 
your experiences that go into more 
depth than your resume. 

u  Closing:  Close with something 
that makes the prospective 
employer eager to speak with you. 
Restate your key skills, be certain 
to mention that your resume is 
attached to the email, and that you 
look forward to the opportunity to 
discuss your skills. Although your 
contact information is on your 
resume, provide it here or refer to 
your email signature which should 
also have that information. 

u  Attachment:  When you send your 
resume, it should always be saved 
as a PDF. Attach your resume 
formatted last name_#rst name 
resume.pdf, for example; Zhang_
Wei Resume.pdf. 
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EXAMPLE OF SUBMITTING A COVER LETTER AND RESUME TO                                   
APPLY FOR A JOB VIA EMAIL

EXAMPLE OF SUBMITTING A RESUME 
WITHOUT A JOB POSTING TO 
REFERENCE VIA EMAIL

You may be interested in working 
for a company that does not have 
a speci#c job posting anywhere. 
Consider reaching out to the 
company directly to inquire about 
a prospective internship, co-op, or 
full-time opportunity. !is is a great 
way to stand out. If the employer 
likes you, you may have created a 
unique opportunity for a position 
they had not otherwise considered. 
If they cannot accommodate your 
request, they may be willing to share 
your resume with other professionals 
in the industry, provide you with 
unexpected opportunities, or keep 
your resume on #le for a future 
opportunity. 
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REFERENCES
References are a list of people who you have worked with that can 
share positives about your personality and working style so prospective 
employers can learn more about you from others before they decide to 
invest time, money, and training into hiring you. 

Contact your references in advance to ask for and obtain their permission 
to list them as a reference. When a prospective employer asks for your 
references, give them a copy of the list. Then, contact your references 
immediately and describe the job for which you have been interviewed, 
with special attention to those facets of your background and abilities that 
seem to have been the greatest interest to your interviewer. !is will enable 
your references to be ready for the reference check call or email inquiry 
and answer questions in a manner calculated to be the most advantageous 
to you. 

WHAT TO do!
u  Prepare a neatly typed list with the 

same heading as your resume and 
cover letter and title it, "References".

u  Select references who will give you 
a glowing recommendation. Always 
contact those who you would like 
to include on your reference list in 
advance to obtain their permission 
and to see if they are willing and 
able to be a reference for you. 

u  Choose three to six references 
including people like professors, 
managers, coaches, co-workers, 
and colleagues from professional 
organizations. Include #rst name, 
last name, title, organization, email, 
phone number, and relationship to 
you for each reference you list. 

u  Write a thank you to each individual 
a"er they agree to be your reference 
and be sure to attach your resume so 
they can easily recall some of your 
accomplishments and experiences. 

u  Bring your reference list with you to 
each interview and provide it only 
when requested. 

WHAT NOT to do!
u  Send your reference list with your 

resume when you are applying for 
a position unless it is speci#cally 
asked for. Employers contact 
references at different times 
throughout the process. !erefore, 
you only want to provide your 
reference list when the prospective 
employer requests the list, not 
beforehand.
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INTERVIEWING

INTERVIEW OVERVIEW
WHAT IS AN INTERVIEW?

u  A chance to sell why you are a #t for the position and  
   company.

u  An opportunity to prove that you are the best candidate.

u  A time for you to interview the company, learn more  
   about them, and ask questions. 

GOAL OF AN INTERVIEW

u  To move forward in the process, whether it be another  
   interview or an o$er.

HIRING DECISIONS ARE BASED ON

u  Attitude and Poise

u  Image/Presentation

u  Communication Skills

u  Experience/Skill Set

u  Education

u  Transferable Skills

look to hire                    
for the PERSON, not 
just for the POSITION. 

TYPES OF INTERVIEWS

u  Face-to-Face: When you interview with the            
   prospective employer in person.

u  Phone: You should #nd a quiet place to do the interview 
and be sure to demonstrate your enthusiasm since the 
prospective employer cannot observe your non-verbals. 

u  Video/Skype: When an interview is similar to face-to- 
    face but you and the prospective employer are in two  
    di$erent locations. Be sure to check your internet      
    connection beforehand. 

u  Panel/Committee: When you interview with several  
   sta$ members at the same time.

u  Group: When you and other candidates are being       
    interviewed at the same time.

u  Case Study: When you must solve a problem during  
    the interview.

u  Co$ee/Lunch/Dinner: When you are being          
    interviewed over a meal.

u  Technical: When you are asked to demonstrate             
    your technical skills and understanding during                
    the interview.

"e job interview provides both interested parties, the 
interviewer and the interviewee, with a chance to meet 
and get to know each other with the purpose of hiring 
and getting hired. "e interviewer gets a chance to see 
if you match up to your resume and if your personality 
clicks with the culture of the company. Additionally, it 
gives you the chance to expand on the strong points of 
your resume and determine if the company would be 
a good $t for your wants and needs in a professional 
experience. 

6
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BEFORE AN INTERVIEW: PREPARATION

Prior to each interview, #nd out as much as possible about the company,  
position you are interviewing for, and the person who is interviewing you.  

u  Research the company by going to their website and searching for them in 
relevant and current news. 

u  Ask your connections for any details they may know about the company. 

u  Read the job description and anticipate questions they will ask you based  
   on keywords in the posting. 

u  Research who you will be meeting with using LinkedIn and the company's 
website. !is will help give you a better idea of what type of person you are 
meeting with, better remember names, and be prepared with personalized 
interview questions. 

u  Know yourself.

 •  Have a clear understanding of what you have to o$er an employer.

 •  Know what is on your resume.

 • Be able to highlight speci#c experiences using the STAR (Situation/ 
                 Task, Action, Results) method.

u  Practice.

 •  Research sample interview questions and practice out loud. You 
can meet with your career coach for a mock interview or use 
Interview Stream: https://uc.interviewstream.com/Account/
Login?ReturnUrl=/.

u  Go to the interview location 
beforehand so you do not get lost 
on the day of the interview.

u  Have your business professional 
attire ready. Business professional 
attire enhances your first 
impression as someone who takes 
the interview process seriously 
and shows respect for the 
interview. Business professional 
attire is recommended for all 
interviews, even if the work 
environment is causal, unless 
specifically told otherwise by 
the prospective employer. It is 
typically better to be overdressed 
than underdressed. 

u  Print and bring several copies of 
your resume and references on 
professional resume paper. 

u  Bring a padfolio, notepad, pen, 
and questions you have for the 
prospective employer.

           to bring energy, interest, and   
                          enthusiasm to the job interview and to     
                ask questions, but to not overstep your place as  
             a candidate looking for a job. 
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DURING AN INTERVIEW

u  Be on time. "To be early is to be on time; to be on time is to be late; to be    
late is to be forgotten."

u  Again, it is a smart idea to go to the site where you will be interviewing  
    beforehand so you do not get lost. Clarify any directions beforehand. Allow  
    extra time for parking, tra&c, delays, etc. 

 •  Arrive around 10 minutes early for an interview. !is will not only 
help you relax and compose yourself, but will give you a chance to 
observe the organization's culture and review any company material 
that may be in the reception area. 

 •  Before you enter the o&ce is the best time to turn o$ your cell 
phone or leave it in your car. 

 • Be aware of your body language. 

AFTER AN INTERVIEW

u  Send an individual thank you 
letter via regular mail or a thank 
you email within 24 hours to 
everyone you met during the 
interview. Email correspondence 
is the preferred method especially 
if the prospective employer has a 
short timeline before they make 
decisions. However, if you are able 
to hand deliver a thank you letter 
within the 24 hour time frame, 
this personal touch could really 
help you stand out amongst the 
other candidates. 

u  !is thank you letter gives you 
the opportunity to reiterate your 
interest in the position. Do not 
underestimate the power of 
sending a thank you letter! If 
you are one of two or three #nal 
candidates this follow up could tip 
the scales in your favor. 

play with hair                                         
or touch face

have little or no 
knowledge of the 
company

fail to make                 
eye contact

lack a    
smile

have bad                         
posture

cross arms           
over chest

use too many 
hand gestures

have a weak 
handshake

#dget too much

STATISTICS show!
Statistics show that when meeting 
new people, the impact is 7% from 
what we actually say, 38% from 
the quality of our voice, grammar, 
and overall con!dence, and 55% 
from the way we dress, act, and 
walk through the door. Also, 70% 
of employers claim they do not 
want applicants to be fashionable 
or trendy and 65% of bosses said 
clothes could be the deciding factor 
between two candidates.

MISTAKES TO AVOID
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WHAT HAPPENS DURING THE INTERVIEW
!e interviewing process can be scary if you do not know what to expect. 
All interviews #t a general pattern. While each interview will di$er, all share 
three common characteristics: a beginning, middle, and conclusion. A typical 
structure is as follows:

u  Five minutes - small talk.

u  Fi"een minutes - a mutual discussion of your background and credentials as  
   they relate to the needs of the employer.

u  Five minutes - you ask questions.

u  Five minutes - conclusion of interview.

As you can see, there is not a lot of time to state your case. When you 
respond to questions or ask your own, your statements should be concise and 
organized without being too brief. Remember to use the STAR (Situation/
Task, Action, Results) method.

THE GREETING

!e recruiter begins to evaluate you the minute you are identi#ed. You are expected 
to shake the interviewer's hand upon being introduced. Be assertive–extend 
your hand #rst and use a #rm handshake to demonstrate con#dence. 

HOW'S YOUR               
                 small talk? 

u  Many interviewers will begin     
with some small talk. Topics       
may range from the weather to 
sports and will rarely focus on 
anything that brings out your  
skills. Nonetheless, you are still 
being evaluated. 

u  Interviewers are trained to  
evaluate candidates on many 
di$erent points. !ey may be 
judging you on how well you 
communicate on an informal  
basis. !is means you must 
do more than smile and nod. 
Be prepared with small talk 
topic areas and what has been  
happening in the news. 

u  Be prepared for small talk by 
reviewing: 

 • LinkedIn news feed.

 • Magazines or websites  
    focused on your industry area.

 • University, local, and   
                 national news.

JOB INTERVIEW THANK YOU EMAIL EXAMPLE
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THE INTERVIEWER HAS THE FLOOR

!e main part of the interview starts when the interviewer begins discussing 
the organization. Be sure you have a clear understanding of the job and the 
company before the interview by doing research ahead of time. 

As the interviewer turns to ask you questions about your quali#cations, be 
prepared to deal with aspects of your background that could be constructed 
as negative, i.e., low grade point average, no participation in outside activities, 
or little related work experience. It is up to you to convince the interviewer 
that positive attributes can be found in seemingly negative points. A low GPA 
could stem from having to fully support yourself through college, or you may 
not have any related work experiences, but plenty of experience that shows 
you to be a loyal and valued employee. Never lie about your quali#cations 
or exaggerate to sound more quali#ed, but do try to always explain your 
background in the best light possible and demonstrate your enthusiam for 
the role, willingness to learn, and ability to take on new challenges. 

WHEN IT IS YOUR TURN TO ASK QUESTIONS

When the interviewer asks, "Do you have any questions?" it is important 
to have a few ready. Also, the questions should bring out your interest in 
and knowledge of the organization. By asking intelligent, well-thought-out 
questions, you show the prospective employer you are serious about the 
organization and you have done your homework. 

A POWERFUL CLOSE TO THE INTERVIEW

O"en it will be clear from the interviewer's non-verbal behavior that the 
interview is just about to end. !ey may ask if you have any more questions, 
to which you might respond, "No, I think you have answered all the questions 
I have at this point. But I do want to say that based on our conversation 
today, I am very interested in this position, and I am con#dent I can make a 
signi#cant contribution here. As we discussed, I have...brie%y listing your top 
3-5 reasons-for-hire here." Follow that with, "What are the next steps?" so you 
have an idea of their time frame for making a hiring decision. 

Depart with a #rm handshake, good eye contact and a smile, and request a 
business card from everyone with whom you interviewed. Send a thank you 
letter via regular mail or an email to everyone whom you met during the 
process within 24 hours of the interview.

"e most successful interview responses 
focus on the hiring manager’s needs. 
“Framing replies that demonstrate you 
understand their problems, or ‘pain 
points,’ makes a big di#erence when 
competing with many other quali$ed 
candidates.”

Prepare by identifying the skills 
employers are looking for. “Use their in-
depth job descriptions, view videos the 
employers post about their organization, 
and visit their Facebook page and 
Twitter feeds.”

Identify what is unique or special 
about you. How have you gone above 
and beyond the call of duty? What 
did you accomplish that no one else 
managed to do? Did you volunteer 
to tackle a problem and solve it? 
“Do not underestimate the value of 
looking at yourself, your skills, your 
accomplishments, and outlining the key 
points you will want to share with a 
prospective employer.”
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD BE PREPARED TO ANSWER

u  Tell me about yourself?

u  Why are you interested in the position?

u  What do you know about our company and why would you be a good #t?

u  Why did you choose your major or program?

u  Why did you choose UC?

u  What are your greatest weaknesses? 

u  What are your greatest strengths? 

u  What classes have you enjoyed the most and why?

u  Give me an example where you have had to deal with a di&cult client or 
co-worker. How did you handle the situation?

u  Tell me about a time you took initiative on a project?

u  Tell me about a time when you went above and beyond to get the job done?

u  What do you anticipate will be your biggest challenge in this role?

u  Tell me about a time you were selected as a leader of a group and what you 
accomplished there?

u  Tell me about a situation where you resolved a problem?

u  Tell me about a time where you have had to handle multiple 
responsibilities and projects?

u  Tell me about a mistake you have made and how you learned from it?

u  What kinds of experiences do you have working with others with a 
di$erent background than your own?

u  What is your biggest accomplishment to date?

u  What are your short- and long-term goals?

u  Why should we hire you over other candidates?

SAMPLE QUESTIONS TO ASK THE 
INTERVIEWER

u  What have past employees done to 
be successful in this position?

u  What do you enjoy most about 
working here?

u  What are some challenges the 
person in this position might face?

u  What is the top priority for the 
person in this position in the 
next three months?

u  What kind of team will I 
be working with? Are there 
opportunities to collaborate with 
other departments?

u  Are there opportunities to obtain 
additional training, professional 
development, or education?

u  How will my performance           
be evaluated?

u  Can you describe the culture of 
the company?

u  What is a recent success the 
company or this department     
has had?

u  Is there anything about my 
quali#cations that concerns you?

Additional questions should be speci$c to the position or company. Also, do 
not ask about bene$ts or salary until the prospective employer brings it up. 
But be certain you have done research ahead of time on what a typical salary 
is for that type of position based on your skills so if they ask you for your 
expected salary you have data to provide them. 
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JOB INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
No matter the format, there are three common types of interview questions: 
behavioral questions, traditional questions, and case questions. Each type 
should be prepared for in a very di$erent manner. It is important to be 
prepared for a mix of all three types of questions before you interview. 

BEHAVIORAL INTERVIEWING

Performance-based interviewing is a common format used by many 
organizations today. It is based on the assumption that a reliable predictor 
of future behavior is past performance, so the interview questions request 
speci#c examples and probe for details of how you behaved in previous 
positions. 

Many of these questions begin with "Tell me about a time when..." and 
focus on both work speci#c/technical abilities and transferable skills such as 
leadership, decisiveness, %exibility, creativity, communication skills, analytical 
abilities, and team orientation. Your challenge is to formulate a concise 
answer that describes the Situation and Task, the Action you took, and the 
Results (STAR). 

Suggestions for e$ectively answering behavioral questions include:

u  Before the interview, develop your best STAR (Situation/Task, Action, 
Results) examples that demonstrate the work-speci#c and transferable 
skills which qualify you for the open position.

u  Answer the question that is asked and limit your answer to 2 minutes or less. 
Be careful not to ramble with irrelevant information - be clear and concise. 

u  Respond to negative questions with positive words and focus on what 
you learned from the situation. Be truthful, but it is not necessary to o$er 
unsolicited information which could detract from the positive brand you 
are creating. 

u  When unsure of how to respond, try to buy some time to think through 
your answer. Take a few seconds of silence to think about the question, 
repeat the question, or say "I'll have to give it some thought." From there, 
answer the question utilizing the STAR method. 

SAMPLE BEHAVIORAL INTERVIEW 
QUESTION AND ANSWER

 Question:

u  Describe a di&cult problem you 
had to sort out in your last job?

Answer:

u  When I worked for Amazon, we 
were getting a lot of complaints 
about late deliveries. (Situation)

u  My manager asked me to #gure 
out why these complaints were 
occurring. (Task)

u  I met with the sta$ involved in 
the customer delivery department 
and discovered that the problem 
seemed to be with the stock 
coming through on time. I 
investigated and found that 
requests for new inventory were 
not being processed fast enough. 
The backlog was in the orders 
department as they were not 
following up adequately with the 
suppliers. (Action)

u  A system for regular follow-
ups was implemented within 
two weeks. !is sorted out the 
stock problems and the delivery 
sta$ were able to meet their    
deadlines. (Result)
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TRADITIONAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Traditional interview techniques involve asking questions related to 
one's background or resume. Traditional interview techniques normally 
use leading questions, meaning it is relatively straightforward for you to 
determine what the interviewer is asking. For example, "Do you think you 
will have a problem working in a goal-oriented environment?" is a traditional, 
leading interview question. 

SAMPLE TRADITIONAL INTERVIEW QUESTION AND ANSWER

 Question:

u  How well do you work in groups?

Answer:

u  I work very well in groups. The reason is because I have had        
several experiences working in groups through the Lindner Student 
Association, group projects, and in a four-person intern team at 
my last internship. During my time at Phillips Edison I had the 
opportunity to lead a four-person intern team in a two-week project. 
During this project we had to do research, speak with vendors, compile 
data, and make a recommendation to our project manager on a new 
marketing package idea for shopping centers in the Northern Kentucky 
region. I was able to effectively lead my group by scheduling meetings, 
providing agendas ahead of time, verbally checking in with my fellow 
interns when they were struggling, and sending any positive remarks 
we received to the project manager so she knew how well we were 
doing along the way. In the end, our project manager said our proposal 
for a new marketing package was accepted and should be implemented 
by the following July.

CASE QUESTIONS

Traditionally, there are two types of case questions: "Guess the Number" and 
"Business Problem".

It is important to remember that interviewers o"en do not know the answers 
to case questions. !ey are more interested in the way your mind works, 
learning about your thought process, and seeing how you logically approach 
a problem. 

When an interviewer asks you a case question, you are encouraged to ask 
your own questions. !is accomplishes several objectives. First, it allows 
you to obtain more information to make answering the question easier. 
Second, even if you do not receive additional information, you have shown 
the interviewer that you are not shy about asking clarifying questions under 
di&cult circumstances. !ird, it helps turn the question into a conversation. 
!e best interviews are o"en conversations, rather than simply Q&A sessions. 

 SAMPLE GUESS THE NUMBER 
QUESTION AND ANSWER

Question:

u  You and I are sitting in 
an empty room with no 
telephone, reference books, 
or Internet access. Can you 
tell me how many disposable 
diapers were sold in the U.S. 
last year?

 Answer:

u  In answering this question, 
all you have to work with 
are assumptions. If you are 
unsure about an assumption 
or unsure about what is being 
requested from you, do not 
hesitate to ask questions of 
the interviewer.

  •  You: !ank you for 
your question. May I 
ask two questions?

  •  Interviewer: Yes, please 
go ahead.

  •  You: First, in this 
example, am I able 
to leave the room? 
Second, may I use a 
piece of paper to do 
some calculations before 
I answer your question?

  •  Interviewer: No, you 
are not able to leave the 
room in the example. 
Yes, please feel free to 
utilize a piece of paper 
to do calculations 
before answering.
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•  You: !ank you. I appreciate 
the clari#cation. I am going 
to assume that the population 
of the U.S. is 250 million 
people. I am further going to 
assume that the average life 
expectancy in the U.S. is 75 
years. For simplicity's sake, I 
am going to assume there are 
an equal number of people in 
each age group. So 250 million 
divided between 75 di$erent 
age groups equals 3.3 million 
people in each group. Children 
wear diapers from age zero to 
age three, so that is 3 years. 3.3 
million children times 3 years 
equals 9.9 million, so I will 
round that up to 10 million. 
Out of those 10 million, I 
am going to assume that 80 
percent of those children wear 
disposable diapers, so that 
equals 8 million children. I 
am going to assume children 
use about 5 diapers a day. 
Newborns probably use more 
than 5 and three-year-olds 
probably use less but I think 
this is a good average. 8 million 
children times 5 diapers a day 
equals 40 million diapers in a 
day. !en, I would multiply by 
365 days, equaling 14.6 billion 
diapers in a year. !erefore, my 
answer to your question is that 
there were approximately 14 
billion 600 million disposable 
diapers sold in the U.S. last year.

  

BUSINESS PROBLEM INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

!e business problem question o"en involves market analysis or new product 
development. !ere are several questions you can ask to ensure that you have 
covered most of the main points. 

u  Back translate or repeat what you have heard. You should do this for 
several reasons: First, you get to hear the case all over again. Second, 
you show the interviewer that you were listening. Third, you do not 
end up answering the wrong question, which happens more often than 
you may think, and could eliminate you from the candidate pool. 

u  Ask, identify, and confirm the following: What are the company's 
short-term and long-term objectives? What is the organization trying 
to accomplish? Although the company's objectives may seem obvious, 
do not assume you know what the objectives are. There are often 
hidden agendas in objectives. It is always a good policy to ask. 

u  Analyze the market. Determine market size, identify and benchmark 
the competition. Conduct an industry analysis. Again, ask questions if 
you do not know who the competitors are, what their products are, and 
what their market share is. 

u  Identify and prioritize strategic issues. 

u  Analyze issues, set goals and objectives, then reality test these goals. 

u  Identify and analyze all options to reach goals and solve issues. 

u  Make decisions. 

Another way to solve a business                                                          
problem interview question is with the "4C" method. "e 4 "Cs" 
stand for company, cost, competition, and customer. Even if you do 
not know that much about the subject, this methodology focuses you 
to touch all on the key areas. 
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SAMPLE BUSINESS PROBLEM QUESTION AND ANSWER

 Question:

u  Your client, a cable TV provider headquartered in Philadelphia, PA, 
expanded to the west coast of the United States to increase its market share 
three years ago. Unfortunately, to the surprise of the company’s executive 
board and shareholders, the company has seen only 4% increase in pro#ts, 
compared to a 10% increase seen by the industry overall. You have been 
asked to determine why pro#ts are so low and to advise your client on 
future steps for success.

Answer:

u  You: Thank you for your question. May I ask two questions?

     Interviewer: Yes, please go ahead.

     You: Did my client take on additional costs per customer in the new  
     market area? What are the channels and additional services, if any,  
     offered by my client currently?

     Interviewer: No, they did not take on additional costs per customer.    
     The client currently offers 10 basic news and entertainment channels.

     You: Thank you. Based on the fact that costs have not increased, I     
     would go on to consider competition as a factor of why profits are so  
     low. Can you share the price of service per month?

     Interviewer: Yes, I can share that the price of service per month is $125.

     You: Thank you. From my knowledge of the industry, the west coast  
     consumer relies heavily on cable TV for news and entertainment.  
     In addition, from research conducted in my forecasting class, I have  
     learned that consumers tend to find and use other options, such as local 

Finally, I would recommend ignoring 
sunk costs and dedicating more funds 
toward educating the consumers on 
these options. While this may increase 
costs in the short-term, I am assuming 
the company’s goal is to stay within this 
market as they have enlisted my firm to 
help solve the problem.

In answering a business problem 
question, all you have to work with 
are assumptions. If you are unsure 
about an assumption or unsure about 
what is being requested from you, do 
not hesitate to ask questions of the 
interviewer.

               SO YOU know!
"ey may be designed to catch job seekers 
o# guard, but in fact the trick to !elding 
hardball interview questions is to prepare 
for them in advance. One of the typical 
mistakes made by smart people is to think 
they can just "wing it" because they are 
smart. "e truth is that nothing beats 
preparation. If you rehearse answering 
tricky career-related questions, you will be 
more apt to respond to them con!dently. 
Practice in front of the mirror, with 
friends and family, or use a webcam to 
record yourself to !ne-tune your responses, 
facial expressions, and mannerisms.

stations or other providers, if cable is more than $110 per month. I 
would determine if the competition is providing the same types of 
options my client is offering. If so, there may be competition from other 
providers. My client may not have anticipated this before planning to 
expand to this market, especially since they are charging above $110 per 
month.

I would recommend that my client take the following steps. First, try 
to offer unique programming options so the consumer is willing to pay 
for a product they cannot get elsewhere. Second, since the cable TV 
provider is new to the area, offer trial periods to allow consumers to 
try the provider before they commit. Third, offer a smaller package at a 
lower price for consumers who may be interested in some of the client’s 
offerings, but not all, and are deterred by the price. 
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JOB OFFER
Etiquette

u  Interview in good faith. Only apply for a position and accept an 
interview if you are genuinely interested in the opportunity. Employers 
invest a tremendous amount of time and resources in the recruiting, 
interviewing, hiring, and on-boarding processes. Therefore, it is 
misleading, costly, and inappropriate for you simply accept an interview 
as "practice" or if you have already accepted another position and 
continue to interview elsewhere. 

u  Keep the lines of communication open. Once you have come to 
a decision whether to accept or decline an offer, communicate it 
promptly. Other candidates remain in the pipeline who can be offered 
the position or opportunity to interview. 

u  Be a person of your word and do not renege on an o$er you have   
accepted. Once an o$er is accepted, it should be your full intention to 
honor that commitment. Accepting an o$er as a back-up plan or as a 
negotiation tool for something better elsewhere is not appropriate. !is 
is misleading and could jeopardize your professional reputation and the 
company's relationship with UC. Additionally, your profession is always 
smaller than you think, and this is not the time to be burning bridges. 

"e overall spirit of job o#er etiquette is to treat an employer the way 
you would want to be treated. "is includes general business practices 
such as honesty, integrity, and honoring your word. 

u  Formally withdraw from all 
other interviewing processes 
immediately once you have 
accepted an offer. Cancel any 
pending interviews, update 
pending electronic applications, 
and notify members of your 
network who were supporting 
you in your search that you have 
accepted an offer. 

u  If you have questions      
regarding the process of offer 
and acceptance, ask! It is in the 
best interest of each party that all 
details are fully understood. 

7
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CHOOSING BETWEEN JOB OFFERS
SCENARIO

You are great and get o$ered more than one job. 
What do you do? Remember, total compensation is 
much more than your salary alone. !ink about other  
bene#ts including:

u  Health insurance

u  Vacation or personal time off

u  Tuition remission

u  Flexible working hours

u  Phone or travel reimbursement

u  Retirement savings

You may not get your dream job right away, so 
what is most important to you? Start considering 
that question now as you begin applying and 
interviewing, whether it is promotion prospective, 
impact you can make on the company, work life 
balance, or ability to move to a new location, just 
to name a few. The Lindner Career Services team 
can help you sort through all of the options, but 
ultimately the decision is yours. 

NEGOTIATION

Before you accept an offer, there could be 
an opportunity to discuss the terms of your 
employment. Negotiating with your prospective 
employer can be intimidating, but the key is to do 
your research, practice your pitch, and above all, be 
respectful and professional. It is critical to have realistic 
expectations for the #eld you are entering. 

RESEARCH

An important facet of doing research is evaluating what is 
negotiable with the potential employer. 

Consider all the components in your benefits package: 
salary, bonuses, vacation, parking, work schedule, 
start date, professional development opportunities, 
and moving reimbursement, to name a few. It is to 
your advantage to consider all of these items because 
there may not be room to negotiate salary for your first 
position. 

PRACTICE YOUR PITCH

Negotiating your salary or other parts of your compensation 
takes practice. !erefore, a"er completing your research, 
outline your key points including competitive advantages 
as to why the employer should consider your request. 
Meet with your career coach to rehearse your approach 
so they can provide constructive feedback and give you 
tips on areas you have not thought of yet. It is important 
to consider the mode in which you choose to make 
the request, the content of the request, and supporting 
arguments for the request. 

BE PROFESSIONAL

Negotiating can be a high pressure situation, therefore, 
do not allow emotion or non-work related factors to 
be an influence on your tone or interaction with your 
prospective employer. Remain poised, confident, and 
patient as decision makers consider your request, as it 
may take some time for them to respond.

        on your o$er! Whether you have  
         accepted an internship, co-op, or full-time 
position, you are on the right track to have the 
career you have envisioned for yourself.  
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EXAMPLE JOB OFFER ACCEPTANCE EMAIL

EXAMPLE JOB OFFER DECLINE EMAIL

EXAMPLE REQUEST TO EXTEND JOB OFFER DEADLINE EMAIL

EXAMPLE FOLLOW!UP AFTER REJECTION EMAIL

MAKE THE MOST  of email!
Here are some key tips to keep in mind when utilizing   
your professional email.

u  Remember, once it has been sent, anyone can read 
it. !is is a written document, so stay professional 
throughout.  

u  Make the most of your signature and match it with 
your mobile signature. Otherwise, it is a clear give 
away that you have responded from a mobile device, 
which may be unpreferred for some employers.

u  Create templates for frequently used responses.         
!is  can save time and lower the percentage of error 
that may come with typing the same response over    
and over. 

u  Be clear and thorough with your subject line and 
message content. Use bullet points as you see #t, and 
keep the message simple and to the point. 

u  Do not forget to proofread. 
u  Make sure to respond in a timely manner. In most 

cases, bosses, supervisors, and more experienced/ 
higher up colleagues should be responded to within   
the same day. 

u  Know when to avoid email altogether. Some subjects 
and situations are best handled face to face, or over    
the phone if face to face is not possible.
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EXAMPLE JOB RESIGNATION LETTER

A resignation letter should be formatted as a professional business letter as shown. You could include the 
header from your application materials or the letterhead from your current company. It should be printed 
with a handwritten signature.

u  Do write a professional resignation letter. 

u  Do make the transition as easy and smooth 
as possible by o$ering to help #nd/train                   
your replacement.

u  Do leave on good terms with your co-workers 
and supervisors. 

u  Do your best to wrap up all your major assignments. 

u  Do make sure you receive all your accumulated 
compensation and benefits. 

u  Do not feel guilty about leaving a position if 
you find something that is a better fit for you. 

u  Do not make promises you cannot keep.

u Do not brag about the great opportunity that  
     you have found.

u  Do not disappear during your last weeks on the job. 

u  Do not consider a countero$er unless you are 
sure it is a better deal for you. Studies show a high 
percentage of workers still leave the employer 
within a year of a countero$er.
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